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editorial
Best Laid Plans
In the last issue we placed an ad
for my new book, Coaching Archery,
touting that is available on Amazon.com, etc. and as I am writing
this editorial it is still not up on
that site. Argh! I know, with the
economy in the toilet I shouldn’t be
quibbling over a short delay in
making the book available; it is a
small problem, currently being
handled. Still, it ticks me off. I need
to work on my mental game, it
seems.
In any case, if you can’t find a
place to buy the book, drop Claudia
an email or call on the phone and
we will get one out to you in the
mail. Please note whether you want
your copy signed.
I have sent copies of Coaching
Archery out for review and I hope to
have an independent review of it in
the next issue. It is my hope that all
of you coaches out there desiring a
little help will find a little help in its
pages.

In this issue we have more than
a little help and some inspiration
for you coaches out there. Yes, this
is one of those “coaching heavy”
issues that I like to have from time
to time, usually between seasons—
in this case when the indoor season
is winding down and the outdoor
season about to be fired up. I hope
you enjoy it.
We have Randi Smith, the current U.S. Paralympic coach writing
about getting better as a coach.
Benoit Field, an AFm newcomer,
writes about getting started as an
adult, which I hope will help all
coaches who work with eager adult
beginners. My friend from Texas,
A. Ron Carmichael, writes about
coaches having affordable high
speed video available (Hooray!).
And I put in my two cents with a
piece on strategies on preparing
archers for competitions.
Throw in a significant piece
from Lorretta Sinclair and a dash

of John Vetterli and Joe Tapley
writing about stabilization for all of
you techno-weenies and, voila,
another great issue of Archery Focus!
Enjoy!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Contributors
A. Ron Carmichael aka “TexARC”, is the
founding webmaster for the Texas State Archery
Association’s website, and has a very sad addiction to all things techie (his automated house
even talks back). The goal of the TSAA website
is to provide a resource for all archers, especially
beginning archers and JOAD parents/archers.
Ron’s personal goal is to pay back to the sport of
archery for the profound benefits his family has
enjoyed from participating in it.

Randi Smith is an icon within the archery
commu-nity in that she and her husband
Larry own and oper-ate an archery shop,
sponsor and organize competi-tions, coach,
and train coaches. Randi is currently theU.S.’s
Paralympic Coach for archery and after just
ashort tenure she was selected as the 2005 U.S.
OlympicCommittee National Paralympic
Coach of the Year.

Steve Ruis is an avid archery and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.
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Lorretta Sinclair is the mother of Dakota,
Clarke, and Barrett Sinclair, a Level 3 Coach,
President of the Clarke Sinclair Memorial
Archery Scholarship (www.clarkesinclair. org).

Michael Ros says, “I am 37, married with
three children and live in Ft. Lewis, WA. I
have been shooting for about twenty years and
enjoy all aspects and disciplines of archery. I am
partial to Compound Freestyle/Unlimited and
3-D. I have competed in the pro ranks at the
state and national level since 2000 when the
Army allows me to do so. I am especially interested in working with wounded veterans and
using archery as a rehabilitation tool. I am the
treasurer at Skookum Archers in Puyallup, WA,
a Level II instructor, NASP Instructor, and
active in our clubs program to introduce archery
to the public, especially the kids.”

Joe Tapley is 55, married with three children,
and lives in Uxbridge, UK. His two periods of
archery as an activity can be classified as pre–
and post–“young family”. He shoots Olympic
recurve bow on a purely recreational basis (or
put another way lacks the willpower to do the
level of practice required to become competitive). His interest in the mechanics of archery
(i.e. how do things work) arises from a general background in science/engineering.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old. He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

John Vetterli says, “I am married and have a
daughter and son. My martial arts history began
in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in the Karate form of
Wado Ryu. Osaka Sensei instilled in me the
desire to always know why we do things not how.
I began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido (the art of
the Japanese sword) in 1998 with Harris Sensei,
A Zen Buddhist Priest who finally taught me
how to focus. This has been a profoundly life
changing experience. I am a partner in the Zen
Bu Kan Dojo with my two friends Dick and
Jason. We teach Iaido and Kendo.”
Benoit Field says “I began shooting mid
October 2008 and I’ve never been in a tournament. Actually, I’ve never even kept my
score. I’m currently shooting with a small
archery club in Muenster Germany, (also my
home) we meet Friday and Saturday
evenings, and I really love it.”
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Coaching With
a Camera
by A. Ron Carmichael
Some History

For more than 100 years the camera has been used in
sports analysis. For example, in 1887 a vigorous debate
was raging: “Do the hooves of a galloping horse ever
leave the ground all at the same time?” It took a crude
and simple camera (Well, 20 of them, set side by side to
go off in sequence as the horse galloped by.) to settle the
controversy and sports has never been the same. The
answer, by the way, was yes, the horse’s hooves leave the
ground completely during each cycle of galloping.
I can still remember my astonishment some 10
years ago, first seeing Werner Beiter’s high speed videos
of arrows leaving the bow. Before that, I thought the
archer let go of the string, the bow limbs straightened
out, and the arrow left the bow, and hit the target. So
simple but, oh, so wrong! His videos showed the arrow
flexing insanely, the string flailing left and right, the
solid metal of the riser and the sight shivering and the
stabilizer wobbling in waves, as the flexing and vibration
betrayed the violence of an archery shot going off. Wow!
Those videos required a camera which then cost
tens of thousands of dollars and also required a great
many huge spotlights for proper exposure, such that an
archer could only briefly tolerate the heat given off by all
of the lights. Those cameras also used film instead of
digital memory chips, which was both expensive and
limiting due to the large lengths that spooled through
on each scene shot (several thousands of frames per second creates a lot of film to develop).
If you want to get a better idea of what quality high
speed photography can do, watch the TV show called
Time Warp on the Discovery Channel. They photograph arrows going through water balloons, bullets flying, bullwhips cracking, and much more, all at thousands of frames per second.
Coaching with a Camera

It is critical that archery coaches first clearly see an
archer’s movements prior to judging what is actually
happening. Much of what coaches do is based on just
“watching” the archery shot, and the more experience
the coach has, the more perceptive the coach might be.
Let’s call the motions that are easy to see “the basic
6

stuff,” such as the bow arm dropping, the bow hand
grabbing, the archer peeking after release? These are relatively easy to see from a coach’s perspective and frankly
pretty easy for the coach to describe to the archer.
As the archer-athlete progresses past the basic elements in skill and refines her technique, the coach must
be capable of seeing finer points and more subtle things.

Successful coaches must be able to detect and understand both the causes of problems as well as be able to
describe them to archers. It doesn’t help an archer if the
coach sees a flaw but can’t communicate how to correct
it.
Remember the old saying, “One picture is worth a
thousand words?” I believe that if coaches can show an
archer the flaw by using a camera’s LCD display and at
the same time verbally focus on that one specific element that needs improving/changing, the chances
improve greatly that the archer will respond with corrected motion.
Many coaches, in many sports, have used video
cameras and software tools like Dartfish to study what
Archery Focus

their athletes do, and to figure out what needs doing differently. This method is good, but it has a limitation
regarding time. The best feedback is immediate feedback and the typical archery field hasn’t usually been
good for this kind of technology.
Casio came out with a camera in early 2008 which
is great for coaching, and I’ve used it for the last year
with enormous success (and even a little glee). This is a
camera that takes high speed video, bursts of still
frames, regular movie, and even HD movies, using a
great zoom lens. The EX-F1 (or “pro”) model was
released in the US in April of 2008 and I bought one literally the day it went on sale, having pestered the camera stores for months about it. It is entirely digital,
shoots up to 1,200 frames per second (fps) using normal
daylight, slices a single second into 60 frames of 6
megapixel still shots, and does it all to an inexpensive
SDHC memory chip. It uses a computer inside to do
wonderful things.
With This Camera

With high speed video at a coaches fingertips, he can
quickly dissect any shot or motion an archer makes in
anywhere but the most dimly lit archery range, and can
do it from virtually any angle. With this camera, parts of
an archer’s technique normally invisible to the naked eye
are viewable in full color and immense clarity.

The camera has a feature I call configurable pre-history: set the number of frames per second, and where
during the 60 frame-window you want the shutter
point. For example, to examine the archer’s release technique, set the fps to 60, and put the shutterpoint to the
right side of the scale. As the archer reaches anchor you
depress the shutter button half-way. The EX-F1 starts
taking frames at a rate of 60 per second, and once 60
have been taken it then throws away the oldest frame to
make room for the newest. When you then push the
shutter button all the way down (that’s the “shutterpoint”) the camera starts writing those frames to the
memory chip. So it lets you photograph something that
has already happened, like an archer’s release and the
arrow flying out of the bow!
There, my secret is out. For years as an archery photographer I have had to rely on anticipation, a steady
hand, and lots of luck to get some action photos of such
things as the arrow leaving the bow. With the EX-F1,
getting such good photos are much easier, even to the
point of being plain simple.
Also, this particular camera will take true High
Definition (1080p) video with stereo sound, and lesser
quality video which is convenient for posting to websites
such as YouTube. If you have never gone to
youtube.com and put in the search term “archery,” you
Continued on the Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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haven’t really lived.
Even More Benefits

With this camera, there is no time lag for feedback! If
you want, you can photograph an archer shooting, and
the camera instantly starts replaying the series of 60 still
shots taken in one second, for example. As a coach I can
zero in on an archer’s hand under the jaw, and see if
there is a micro collapse, which would only happen if
the archer failed to maintain proper back tension
through the entire shot. I can then show the archer
exactly what happened, and do it immediately, since the
camera loops the photos continually. In a way, the athlete no longer has to “take my word for it.” And the
“1000 words” value of these photos is really huge.

As another example, instead shooting at 60 fps, setting the camera’s rate down to 3 fps lets you film an
entire shot cycle from setup to release. Seeing each
motion in step-by-step action provides another way to
analyze what the archer is doing, and to show her what
she’s doing. You can show her exactly when she starts
leaning back, or when she grabs the bow.
If you have checked out the Texas State Archery
Website’s photo section (www.texasarchery.org) since
April 08, 2008, you have seen the products of this camera. The Arizona Cup and the Texas Shootout photos
were taken with the EX-F1. By the time of the USAA
Target Nationals in August, I had really gotten the handle on using the camera. Those photos for that event,
you can find on the USA Archery Records website.
What you will see are not just photos, but also video
clips of each archer making a shot. Most are only three
to ten seconds duration, but they tell a story of the
archer’s many years of work and effort learning to shoot.
Some are at 1200 fps, others 600 fps, most are 300 fps.
My goal has always been for the featured archer to be
able to see and learn from the imagery, as well as to
establish a record for posterity.
The most difficult thing for an archer is to connect
the inside with the outside. Outside is the arrow and the
target, the bow itself, the environment. Inside is well, the
head. Or rather, the mind and all that it feels, controls,
8

and senses the outside world.
I think it was the great baseball catcher Yogi Berra
who many years ago that said that “Baseball is 90%
mental and the other half is physical.” The same is “true”
for archery. The “inside” is the feeling of the bow’s resistance and the sense of one’s bone positions and the feel
of the way the arms move, what science calls the kinesthetic sense. It is the artistic side, as well – that certain
feeling that comes from making a good shot, the feeling
of grace and strength and empowerment. It includes the
joy of doing something like shooting an arrow well.
Coaches must somehow bridge the outside into
their archers’ insides by communication. Words are
good. Visuals are better, though. Our brains are wired to
use sight over all other senses to learn complex tasks.
So for anyone wanting to be better as a coach, or
even to shoot better themselves, I recommend using a
camera like my Casio. You can also find an Olympus
camera with the same pre-history feature. Casio is also
about to release a much less expensive version that still
has some decent performance. The compact EX-FS10
will cost about $350, will shoot up to 30 FPS in still
photo mode, and up to 1000 fps in movie mode. Look
for it to be marketed in the middle of 2009. I do feel that
the Casio camera’s internal software offers far more than
any other camera on the market today.

Summary

My daughter, Lindsey Carmichael, received some of the
finest coaching possible in the U.S., thanks to a team of
coaches using some of the latest technology such as
video cameras and especially the EX-F1 to support her
training. The net result was a medal in Beijing at the
Paralympics. She won that medal by standing on the
field by herself, shooting those arrows by herself, but she
got to that field of competition through hard work, fundamental talent, and a lot of support from her friends
and family. Oh, yes, and a few hundred thousand photos besides. Anyone who wants to shoot better or coach
better can benefit from what these cameras provide.
Archery Focus

Archery Coaches—
Born or Made?
by Randi Smith, U.S. Paralympic Coach
Recently, a friend asked me what he could be
doing to improve his coaching skills. We talked for a
while and I gave him some ideas. As I thought about
the conversation later, I remembered the paper I had
done for my Level 4 coaching certification. It had
some good information and answered many of his
questions, so I thought sharing it would be worthwhile.
The Question

What is it that separates a great coach from a good
coach? What separates a good coach from a mediocre
coach? Can a good coach become a better coach?
As I tried to answer these questions, I found two
different sets of answers. Researchers looking into the
same subject provided the first set. They found stages
that coaches go through with different skills associated
with each stage. The second set was the information
provided by athletes. They also identified characteristics that they look for in a coach. However, the two sets
are definitely related: a coach without athletes is not
going to develop the skills necessary to become an
expert coach.
What The Research Says

The first set of answers came from studying “expert”
coaches. Four stages in developing expertise were identified. The characteristics of each stage are as follows
(Bell, 1997):
Beginning coaches are learning the ropes, the
rules, and the norms. They tend to focus on learning
established rules and procedures. They are often very
concerned with doing the job “correctly” and spend a
lot of time with discipline and class management.
Because they spend a lot of time learning the rules and
controlling the environment, they may not feel any
control over the conditions. They may blame athletes
for misbehavior and lack of achievement and don’t
attempt to assist them. They learn the most from trial
and error and watching other coaches.
Competent coaches are able to recall past situations and choose appropriate responses. They are able
to learn from new situations by examining possible
responses and choosing the most appropriate ones.
They become more flexible with rules and are able to
determine when enforcing the rule might cause more
10

distraction than the misbehavior itself. A competent
coach is able to determine when constructive criticism
might be more beneficial than positive feedback. They
are gaining skills in managing their own behavior and
actions, but may struggle with the broader area of overall management and deciding what is important and
what is not. They may still tend to blame outside influences when they have problems or failures.
Proficient coaches have accumulated experience
and made the effort to improve their skills. They are
able to distinguish the important from the unimportant, and they can determine when one method or
technique is not working and change it to something
else. They can watch events unfolding in a practice or
event, and anticipate what is a likely outcome. Based
on predicted outcomes and past experiences, they are
able to come up with solutions and plan for the consequences. They are also able to use this information to
set realistic and rational goals and come up with methods for attaining them. They are not as rule focused
and tend to be more flexible in their coaching. They
can tell when an activity is not working and can alter it
or find a new one, without too much confusion.
Expert coaches seem to have developed a strong
sense of intuition. They often use this intuition in
making decisions, rather that the logical method used
by less experienced coaches. Because of this, their decisions are often fast, fluid, and natural. They demonstrate a high degree of “automaticity,” the ability to do
things without really thinking about them. They are
able to discriminate information early and respond
quickly, often focusing on the unusual or non-typical
events. If things are happening in a normal or “typical”
manner, they monitor what is going on. When something unusual happens, they are able to use their large
amounts of knowledge and experience, and their intuitive decision making to provide effective and unique
instruction.
Characteristics of Expert Coaches

Five characteristics of expert coaches have also
been recognized. These include that they:
1. possess extensive, specialized knowledge
2. organize knowledge hierarchically
3. are highly perceptive and are superior problem
solvers
Archery Focus

The author with archer Jeff Fabry right after winning bronze at the 2008 Paralympic Games.

4. exhibit automaticity during analysis and instruction;
and
5. have developed self-monitoring skills.
These are explained as:
Expert Coaches Have Extensive Specialized Knowledge Due to Considerable Amounts of Experience Expert
coaches have large amounts of information they can
draw upon. Many serve, or have served, multiple roles
within their sports (as athletes, coaches, teachers, or
officials) and have developed large amounts of knowledge about many aspects of the sport.
Expert Coaches Organize Knowledge Hierarchically
Expert coaches are able to organize their knowledge.
They are able to compare perfect performances with
actual performances and plan accordingly. Experts also
plan in more detail and anticipate problems, thereby
also planning for them. They have also developed

organizational strategies that work for them, whether
it’s keeping information on training, athletes, or special
activities.
Expert Coaches Are Highly Perceptive And Superior
Problem Solvers Expert coaches can separate the
important information from the unimportant and
come up with superior responses. Thy can watch many
things at the same time and decide what they need to
pay attention to. They can figure out what athletes
need to know and figure out ways to get the information to them.
Expert Coaches Exhibit Automaticity During
Analysis and Instruction Coaching skills becomes routine and automatic, therefore more efficient. Instead of
stopping practice to provide instruction, expert coaches do it as the athletes play. Information is specific and
prescriptive, and usually succinct.
Continued on Next Page
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Expert Coaches Have Developed
Self-Monitoring Skills Expert coaches
tend to be more aware and do more
evaluating of their own performances.
They may watch themselves on video
or audio and they often keep written
records of their own activity.
What The Athletes Say

So, we now know what the
researchers think an expert coach is,
but what do athletes and parents
think? Is it important to them that a
coach does routine things automatically or that the coach is constantly
doing self-evaluations? It most likely
is the case, because the coach will be
a better coach if they do, but if asked,
the athletes and parents come up with
a different set of answers. Some of the
qualities they point out include:
• The coach has the ability to recognize individual strengths and differences and capitalize on them. These coaches from Canada and Finland with their archers at the World Championships in 2007
The coach can also help develop the in Korea have certainly gathered the experiencet to be expert coaches.
is changing constantly, she must keep up with the
strengths and strengthen the weaknesses.
changes and be willing to adapt when appropriate.
• The coach has technical knowledge including
knowledge of equipment and knowledge of form • Fairness and consistency are two of the basic coaching skills that are extremely important, especially
which is important in order to teach the skills corwhen working with groups. A coach needs to
rectly and make sure her athletes are safe, compeenforce the rules for all athletes, give out rewards in
tent, and up-to-date.
a fair manner, and give all athletes an equal chance
• A good coach knows the rules and makes sure the
to perform.
athletes also know them. The coach also makes sure
the athletes understand the reasons for the rules and • Dependability is also very important. Athletes need
to know the coach will do what he says he will, and
the consequences for not following them.
that he will be where he says he will be.
• Knowing how to teach skills is very important for a
good coach. Being able to break down a skill into its • Being organized will help coaches in many areas and
make things a lot easier. If a coach knows what he is
smaller parts makes it easier for both the coach and
doing and why he is doing it, as well as where things
the athlete.
are, and what is happening next, the actual coaching
• Having good communication skills is very imporbecomes a lot easier.
tant and makes many things easier, whether communicating with athletes, parents, officials, or other • Although most experts agree that the best motivation is internal, a coach with the ability to motivate
coaches. Being able to communicate honestly and
and/or inspire, can help athletes find their own
clearly supports the coach/athlete relationship and
motivation and direct it in appropriate ways.
also helps with the teaching of skills.
• A basic knowledge of child/teen development for • A coach needs to be a strong role model for the athletes. If a coach tells her athletes to respect the offithe coach working with younger athletes can help a
cials, then yells and screams at them, the athletes
coach in many ways. Knowing how to give direcmay become confused and will question other rules
tions, understanding what may be most important
as well. It is important that the coach act in the same
to athletes and how the athlete is growing can all
manner as the athletes are expected to act in all sitaffect the coaching methods.
uations.
• If a coach has a personal philosophy and goals it can
• Having knowledge of competition and competition
help with making decisions in tough situations.
strategies will help the coach prepare his athletes for
• A good coach must be willing to learn and keep up
all sorts of situations. If athletes are prepared for
to date. In a sport such as archery where equipment
12
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unusual situations, their performance will be better,
and confidence in the coach will also be increased.
• A good coach also needs a good sense of humor. The
coach needs to be able to laugh at himself and with
the team.
How Do We Become Expert
Coaches?

There is a lot involved in being a good coach, but how
do we go about improving our skills to become great
coaches? Experience, of course, is one of the necessary
ingredients, but we need to learn from our experience
and remember what we learn. Some other recommendations include:
Gain More Knowledge Read more, talk with and
observe other coaches, attend clinics and seminars. Not
everything has to be archery-related; we can learn a lot
from coaches of other sports. Spend time as an official,
learn to organize a tournament, or teach basic and
intermediate instructor classes.
Identify What Is Important Decide on goals and
establish plans to reach them. Know what your goals
are and what the goals of your athletes are. Posting the
goals and referring to them can help you and your athletes stay focused.
Stay Perceptive, Recognize Problems, and Quickly
Solve Them Focus on the task at hand and tell people
when you don’t want to be disturbed. Learn to watch
specific aspects of a skill, not the entire skill or outcome. For example, learn to focus on just the fingers of
the release hand, not the whole release hand, and not
the entire shot. Correct the problem immediately, but
make sure you find the cause of the problem, don’t just
cure the symptoms.
Get Organized As you learn more and gain more
experience, it becomes harder to remember everything.
Keep records or journals, and start your own library.
Find a way to organize games, drills, and activities so
you can find them when you need them.
Make It Automatic Make routines and practice
automatic. For example, always start out practice with
a specific warm up routine. By making these things
routine and automatic, you can spend more time on
more important or demanding items.
Regularly Monitor and Evaluate Your Coaching
Learn to watch and listen to yourself with the use of
audio and video recordings. Analyze the tapes and see
if you are really doing what you think you are doing.
Pay attention to how and when you give feedback and
how you handle stress and frustration. Give yourself
some constructive criticism when needed and help
yourself improve.
Get Experience Get experience in different environments with different types of groups. Do a one-day
clinic, spend time at an advanced camp, travel with
Archery Focus

JOAD and college teams, coach athletes of different
ages and different abilities.
What I Have Learned From and
About Coaching

In no particular order here are some of the things I
have learned on my coaching path.
• There’s a big difference between coaching and
teaching. A coach is not only a teacher; a coach is
often also a counselor, parent, disciplinarian, listener
and, not infrequently, a friend. Coaching requires a
much more intense relationship with an athlete than
teaching him. Therefore, the highs and the lows are
much higher and much lower. However, the rewards
are also much greater.
• Frustration is a terrible feeling, and is probably the
hardest emotion to handle, because it isn’t just one.
It’s fear, anger, and sadness all put together.
Whether it is your frustration or an athlete’s, it’s
tough to deal with.
• Remember always to praise in public and to criticize
in private.
• It’s easier to say than it is to do.
• Nobody can coach everyone. It’s impossible to be
everything for everybody—nobody is happy when
you try.
• Athletes do tremendously impact a coach’s life, but
coaching has to remain separate. A coach needs to
have down time and free time, even if it needs to be
scheduled.
• Coaching can cause severe strain on one’s marriage
and family relationships. It’s hard to keep what
should be #1 as #1. Sometimes it’s very hard to
decide what is #1 and others may not agree.
• External motivators work only to develop interest.
To maintain interest, the desire must be internal.
• You can’t “make” anyone do anything or learn anything. They need to be ready and it needs to be
important to them.
• Teaching happens before the big event. At the
event, coaching is a supporting role.
• Success (winning) belongs to the athlete; failure
(loss) belongs to the coach. In other words, remember that when an athlete wins, the focus will be on
the athlete. When the athlete loses, especially in a
high stress situation, the blame will fall on the
coach. That’s not necessarily the way it should be –
but it often is – be prepared!
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Mental
Rehabilitation
Injuries In Archery, Part 1
by Michael Ros
This is part one of a series of articles that will
review injuries that are common in archery. We will
review the injury process, how to rehabilitate one, the
proper time frame for the healing process, and ways to
prevent such injuries.

“Archery injuries typically are
injuries of over use.”
Archery isn’t different from other sports when it
comes to injuries. They happen more often than most
people think even though archery is still one of the safest
sports that anyone can do. To prevent injuries it is important to prepare the body for the stress of archery. And
athletes, coaches, and parents need to take the proper
precautions when participating in any activity. Archery
injuries are typically injuries of over use. Remember the
key facet of archery: “Do the same thing over and over.”
But one item that is often overlooked by just about
everyone is what happens to the mental status of an athlete after an injury. You have to remember that athletes
train hard everyday, live and eat the sport that they are
performing, striving to become the very best. Then the
unthinkable happens: a joint or muscle becomes sore and
it just won’t go away. The athletes push through the pain
till they can no longer move. Then they give in and it
takes a visit to the doctor to find out what is going on.
The news is bad; since the pain was ignored, the injury
will need three months to heal properly. During the three
months the activity that caused the pain can not be performed at all.
The athletes who receive this news feel like they
were just kicked in the gut. They have trained hard to
become the best and now they have to sit on the sidelines
and watch. What are they going to do with their time?
How will their game suffer because of this? Will they be
just as good as they were before the injury happened?
These are questions that coaches, parents, and even athletes themselves will have to answer or deal with. Without ready answers to those question and with the
unknowns lurking out there, depression can set in, and
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depression can be devastating to the recovery of an athlete from an injury. But with proper guidance and a game
plan this path of depression can limited and even avoided all together.
To better understand the psychological stresses
on an athlete, it is important that we take a look at the
function that sports play in the life of its participants.
A strong reason people become involved in sports is
so that they can feel like they belong to something. And
when they participate long enough and get to be known
for the sport, then it becomes an identity for them. The
longer that they are involved in the sport, the more it
becomes an integral part of them. It’s how they measure
themselves; see themselves, and how other people see
them. It ends up becoming an extension of the athlete’s
self worth. If they are playing to the high standards that
some set for themselves, then they feel that they are
worth something. But the flip side is also true. If they are
not playing up to their standards, or are injured and not
contributing at all, then they see their self worth drop.
With their identity so tied to the sport, their selfesteem is also tied to the activity. When they are making

“Now that the sport outlet is
gone, it is very easy for negative thoughts and depression to
enter the athlete’s conscious.”
the winning shot, the touchdown saving tackle, they are
getting instant feedback on their actions. The fans, teammates, coaches are congratulating them on their actions.
With this feedback their self-esteem rises. But, due to
injury, there is no feedback to reinforce that self image.
They are not participating and someone else has stepped
in to take their place while they are on the mend. Instead
of them getting the pats on the back, their replacements
are.
In archery the satisfaction that comes with our sport
stems from challenges that are self made. We set chalArchery Focus

lenges for ourselves like: beating a high score, placing well in a tournament,
etc. But when we are unable to do this, we get down and often compound
the problem by beating ourselves up. And when we are sidelined with an
injury we have nothing to compare ourselves too. And to some this is very
hard to accept.
Another function of sport in our life is that we use it to cope with
stress. It does not matter what type of stress that we are dealing with, without this release method the stress becomes internalized. It now has no way
to be released, because the athletes never developed a back-up plan to deal
with stress in case of an injury. This happens because no one plans on ever
being injured. If this stress is bottled up it will come out in other ways. It
turns into other ailments: depression, stomach problems, and headaches to
name a few. The sport offered a safe constructive outlet for this stress.
Now consider the psychological consequences of an injury. If you are
sidelined by a significant injury you will begin to have “identity confusion,”
in other words you will begin to question who you are. If you are not “contributing,” you will begin to question what good you are. After an injury to
an athlete that keeps them down for quite a while, or worse, permanently,
you will hear the following questions: “This is who I am; What am I going
to do now; Who am I really?”
This identity confusion is then only compounded when the athlete
loses his place in the sporting world. He is no longer the “go to guy” or “the
team leader.” Without that identity he starts to feel alienated by the world
he was once very much a part of. The idea of sitting on the sidelines is
unheard of. It is a new position that is hard for them to except. So hard that
some might push their recovery to the point of aggravating the condition
so much that it puts them out of the sport permanently.
Identity confusion goes hand in hand with three other issues: the first
one is that the athlete loses the sense of having good physical health and
the feeling of being invincible. The athlete now has to come to terms with
the hard fact that their body has failed them and is broken in some way.
Plus athletes are so used to depending only upon themselves for everything.
But with their injury it causes them to have to depend on someone else: a
family member, a doctor, or a therapist. And we all know how stubborn
athletes can be and how hard it is for them to turn to someone and ask for
help.
The second issue is the self-esteem that one loses. Because of the
injury, it might be awhile before you are able to shoot steadily, throw as far
as you did, or kick as hard. In fact someone who you were stronger than
before may be doing some of these activities better than you. Sometimes
playing the “second fiddle” is very hard to accept.
Constructive ways to deal with the stress is the final issue. Now
that the sport outlet is gone, it is very easy for negative thoughts and
depression to enter the athlete’s conscious. Also, if the athlete does not
recover as he would like this only adds to the stress.
To help with the rehab process and possibly speed it up, you as a coach,
parent, or athlete need to expect the behaviors described above. The prime
consideration for you take into account is that the behaviors and feelings
that the athlete goes through are completely normal. If fact, the feelings
that an injured athlete are a lot like someone will go through when dealing
with a death: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and finally acceptance.
So, if you are injured, don’t try and hide these feelings. Take them on with
the same vigor that you do with your training. Your support team can only
help you recover if you let them.
Archery Focus
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Are You Up to
the Challenge?
Some Guidelines to Shorten the Learning Curve with the Carter Evolution+® Release
by Tom Dorigatti
The new Carter Evolution+® and the Revolution+®
release aids are quickly becoming staples in the arsenal of serious compound archers worldwide. At the
same time, however, many archers are using them
but for a very short interval of time and quickly giving up on them and either putting them away or
selling them. These archers claim “the release is
changing on me all the time” or “this release doesn’t
work at all for me.” As you may recall, I did extensive testing concerning the first statement above
(Volume 12, No. 6, 2008) and the data clearly indicate that the release itself doesn’t change. As far as
the second statement goes, that is at least believable;
albeit not necessarily a fact without any shadow of
doubt.
The intent of this article is neither to refute nor
support the “doesn’t work at all” theory. The intent
is to offer some tips and guidelines, in my typical
“how to” fashion, along with more facts concerning
the learning curve of this release aid. Most professional archers cannot fathom or understand the
problems faced by archers who aren’t in the upper
echelon. Many cannot understand how they can
pick up just about any release aid, set it, and shoot
perfect scores as if perfect scores could be pulled
from a tree or something. These gifted archers can
understand the what to do part of this, however, but
most cannot relate the how to do it part of this operation, which is the very thing the developing or
mid-level shooter needs. I am hoping to help fill
that void.
In this article, I’m going to revisit some items
contained in my previous article on the Evolution+®
release aid and add some of the more interesting
things I’ve found since doing that research several
months ago. I’ve learned a great deal more of the
“how to” and not so much more on the “what to.”
The perspective isn’t from an archer who can shoot
60X 300’s practically every day. In fact, it isn’t from
an archer who can shoot 300 everyday. It is from an
archer, past his prime, who is continuing to learn as
he always has, from the ground up and through trip16

ping and stumbling and experimenting. Some call
me the king of fiddle, but it is the fiddling and
learning that is keeping me shooting, so what the
heck? I’m having fun doing it, and maybe, just
maybe, what I’ve learned the hard way will make it
easier for those trying to learn from the beginning. I
do know that there are several archers who I’ve
helped get started on this release aid who are shooting personal best after personal best scores. Several
others wouldn’t be shooting today if they hadn’t
elected to go the route of the Evolution+® or the
Revolution+®.
I won’t quote the Tips & Guidelines contained
in the last article on the Evolution+. I may repeat
some of them because of their increased importance
as a result of my learning, though. What I will definitely do, however, is to offer up suggestions, based
upon experiences of mid-level shooters, to help you
the reader shorten your learning curve with this
most interesting and challenging release aid. The
techniques discussed do work, but like anything else,
there is more than one way of doing things. You may
well indeed try a technique and not have success and
then try yet another and have it be the one you’re
looking for. The question remains: “Are you up to
the challenge?
Hard Cams and Hybrid Cam bows

Draw Length and Draw Length Control
I cannot emphasize enough how critical draw length
and draw length control are to the successful shooting of this particular release aid. In my opinion, you
cannot spend enough time getting your draw length
correct and your control of this aspect of your form
down. As discussed in my earlier article, the “to
anchor” draw length is, in my opinion, the most
important aspect of shooting this release consistently. I’ve written before and proved with data and pictures that hard stops are not hard stops. With this
release, you need to be as close as humanly possible
to the exact same spot against those stops every time
you pull the bow to anchor. If you pull too hard one
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Evolution+

Revolution+

time, the release is going to trip early; if you pull a
bit softer the next (the tiniest bit), then the shot is
going to take longer for you to make the poundage
to trip the release. Here is more about draw length
control:
• A tiny bit short on draw length is better than any
bit too long. I’ve found that it is much easier to
get the proper ‘to anchor” draw length consistent
by being just a tad short.
• Use of “cable tapes” will help you get things going.
Put the tapes on your cables in such a position
that they come to match up at peep level when
you are at full draw. This allows you to just give
them a glance and go to the shot sequence. After
a few hundred shots, you will be amazed at how
you will have reduced the range in your “to
anchor” draw length from 1⁄4˝ – 1⁄2˝ down to 1⁄8˝ or
less! This or even less than 1⁄8˝ is what you must
have to be successful and consistent! This is all
due to paying close attention to this detail and
doing it religiously to the point it becomes second
nature. In my opinion, you cannot shoot this
release consistently by “feel” alone with regard to
how hard you are against those stops or the wall.
Close isn’t good enough with this release aid.
• Cam synchronization (timing) is a part of draw
length control and the feel of the release at
anchor. On a hybrid cam bow, the wall is spongy
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if the cams are out of synch. This really creates
problems with steadiness and draw length control.
You will need to creep tune those hybrid cam
bows for sure to get that mushy feeling out of
them.
• Positioning of the bow shoulder has a huge
impact, not only on pulling ability, but upon draw
length control as well. With the Evolution+®, I’ve
found that you cannot get away with any shoulder
float if you expect to be consistent with the release
and its trip time. If you come into anchor and let
your shoulder rise up, you have already come in
short. You have also already tightened the wrong
muscles across to the other side, raised your drawing elbow too high, and it will translate into the
tightening up of the drawing forearm muscles. At
this point, you aren’t pulling anymore and will
tend to push with the bow arm, raising the shoulder more and tightening up more. You will swear
you are pulling your guts out, but what you are
doing is pushing your shoulder up which is shortening things up, not relaxing them out. You are
going nowhere and going nowhere fast. If you
don’t let down, you are in for a huge miss.
• Finger placement on the release itself is also part
of the “to anchor” draw length control. Pick a finger depth with all the fingers and stick with it.
Continued on Next Page
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You cannot go deep with the fingers one time and
not so deep the next. This directly impacts your
“to anchor” draw length and impacts that “pressure” you have on the wall of the cam. I think finger placement is one of the biggest things overlooked by archers when using this release.
• Letting up with the first finger (or any fingers, for
that matter) when you let off the safety. This
again, drastically changes many things, but the
first amongst them is the “to-anchor” draw
length. You might think that it is only 1⁄8˝ or so,
but you lose that 1⁄8˝, and you now have 1⁄4˝ to
make up for that you have lost at the beginning of
the shot! This is one of my biggest struggles with
this release aid.
• Coming off the safety slowly and carefully. This is
costing you time. I also guarantee you (through
my own experience) that all the time you are coming off that safety you are also losing tension and
will have to make up all of that time and effort to
get the release to trip. Get off that safety as quickly and with as little movement as possible, immediately after getting to your “to anchor” draw
length.
• Having the release fire as soon as you let off the
trigger. This is a big fear of many newbie and even
experienced Evolution+ archers. What happens
after a premature release is that the next shot
probably won’t go off. Then your next thought is
to
change
the
release
setting.
My
Recommendation: Don’t do it! Leave it alone or,
if you do change the setting, increase the tension
very, very slightly. What you did was to just draw
in ever so slightly tighter into the wall. You
weren’t paying attention and that is all. Don’t
nurse your way off the safety. Get off the safety as
quickly and as with as smooth of an action as possible.
Hand Positioning at Anchor
Hand positioning is a double edged sword. Hand
positioning will affect your “to anchor” draw length
quite a bit. I recommend that you use the Evolution
with more first finger pressure and avoid any rotation of the release at the pinky end. By having more
first finger pressure, you insure that your loop is at
the proper point on the release hook, giving you full
mechanical advantage. If you “roll or rotate” the
pinky end of the release aid away from the bow, you
place the loop too close to the case of the release and
destroy your mechanical advantage. This makes you
come in short. Thus, you have lost your mechanical
advantage and you have also now got to pull that
much further to get the bow to the weight needed to
trip the release.
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• Hand positioning with the Revolution+®, however, is quite different. The trip gate on the
Revolution+® is in the opposite direction, thus you
don’t necessarily want to pull the Revolution+®
with first finger pressure, since that would destroy
or reduce the mechanical advantage. In addition,
my own experience tells me that engaging that
safety with the pinky, while pulling with more
first finger pressure, is a sure-fire way to acquire a
fat lip, a fat lip and some embarrassment.
• Hand positioning with regard to your jaw
bone can make the difference between the release
firing or not firing, no matter how hard you pull. If
you’ve experienced this problem, I’m about to give
you some very personal experience with regard to
this very item.
People who anchor more on the side of their
face or those who anchor with a “pinky finger up”
attitude won’t normally have this problem. The
problem that they have is rotation of the pinky
either to a more vertical position or bringing the
pinky down to level as they “pull” to get the
poundage needed to trip the release. As the attitude
of the release changes, they are engaging forearm
and hand muscles and lose engagement in their back
muscles. This costs them in time and effort.
People like me who shoot a pretty level hand
position? Well, this is the real killer for this release
aid, and the hardest thing to get around; at least in
my opinion, that is. What happens when you anchor
under the jawbone with a flat hand and pinky parallel to the ground is that when you get solidly
anchored and remove your thumb from the safety,
you inadvertently re-engage that safety ever so
slightly because it is touching the side of your neck!
I caught myself doing this about a month ago and
this item has been exceedingly difficult for me to
accommodate.
Tip I didn’t come up with this one. It comes
from a “newbie” Evolution+ archer of only a few
days, Glen Gaul. He doesn’t shoot flat handed, but
he was watching me shoot and I told him that the
last arrow didn’t go off easy because I had the safety
ever so slightly touching my neck. Glen says, “Why
don’t you try what I’ve done to mine?” I asked him
what he had done. He showed me that he had
changed out the small friction peg with the larger
round thumb barrel normally used on the thumbtrigger models. He said it gave him a better feel and
made the Evolution+® match the Sensation even
closer. I tried this, and voila, it worked! I still can
have my hand flat. Now, having that extra diameter
there allows me to sense it much sooner and avoid
that re-engagement of the trigger when at anchor.
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Drawing Elbow Positioning
• Having a higher elbow. Most of those I have
worked with end up with a slightly higher elbow
position when they’ve converted to the
Evolution+® release aid. Some of this is due to
using a slightly shorter draw length. The other
items include:
1. The fact that they quickly learn that they cannot rotate the release body to trip the release;
something they are accustomed to doing with
a thumb trigger release aid. With the elbow
up, they are finding it easier to pull straight
back and not ‘rotate” the elbow around to help
engage a thumb on the trigger. We already
know that rotating the Evolution+® doesn’t
work, correct?
2. To keep the release positioning more consistent it is easier to raise the elbow very slightly,
which helps them to draw straight back
instead of the “around your head” type of
drawing that they had to do with a thumb
trigger.
3. It also helps to keep you from moving the
pinky positioning downwards to level, because
if you do, you will immediately feel the twisting motion in the forearm and know it isn’t
right.
• Bringing the elbow around and into line as you hit
your anchor. This of course must be done without
rotating the release frame at the same time!
Having to do this is a result of the tad shorter
draw length. It is, in my opinion an essential thing
to get under control. The tendency one has once
they learn that they cannot rotate the release is to
forget to get the drawing elbow around and to
engage their back muscles and lift the scapula to
“lock them in” to the proper position. This is yet
another place to check to make sure your drawing
elbow has come around into line (but not past)
the line of the arrow. Sometimes this might mean
bringing your front foot forward very slightly to
get your shoulder alignment corrected. Do you
remember the “blind bale” stance alignment exercise from a past article? This comes into play once
again if you change to the Evolution+® release. It
is easy to do, and even easier to integrate into your
shot sequence.
Soft Cam and
Twin Cam “Wheelie” bows

During my learning process, I decided to give this
Evolution+® release the once over by shooting a
soft-stopped twin cam “wheelie” bow. Those of you
who have never shot a “wheelie” bow probably cannot even fathom the smoothness and ease of
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draw/let-down of such a bow. Nor can you appreciate the lower let-offs of 55% or less. Here is my personal take on shooting a twin cam bow with soft
stops and a long valley with the Evolution+® or the
Revolution+®.
1. All of the items discussed above apply to the twin
cam bow, but you must have even tighter tolerances and precision of all the above.
2. One would think that you would set the poundage
of the release closer to the holding weight so that
when you come out of the valley, the release would
trip before you go too deep past the “wall.” I
found just the opposite, like so many other release
settings! I initially thought that I would have to
set the release about two pounds over holding
weight. I had installed cable tapes and was drawing the bow very consistently, or so I thought.
But, some of the time, the release tripped as soon
as I let off the trigger, and others, the release
wouldn’t trip at all! Most of it was from inconsistencies I noted above. However, a large part of it
was also the fear of the thing going off too early.
Thus, the biggest culprit? The trip weight was set
way too light. I have the most success with the
twin cam by setting the trip weight at five to six
pounds over the holding weight!
3. Cam timing is critical when you are pulling back
past the valley this far. On my particular bow, I’m
pulling against the cables on a shoot thru system.
Continued on Next Page
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The creep tune had to be right on in order to get
any consistency at all out of the bow.
4. “To anchor” draw length is extremely hard to
duplicate! I have draw tapes on the bow, but the
valley is so long that it is very easy to vary that “to
anchor” draw length by 1/4˝ or more. I started
shortening up the draw length in half twists on
each of the four cables until I got the most stable
sight picture. I shortened it some more until the
bow was shaky and then lengthened it a half twist
and left it there. Even at this setting, adjusting the
bow so I can get release consistency is a really
tough thing to do.
5. Coming off the safety too slowly. I can’t emphasize how many misses or let-downs this has cost
me and others. Set the tension so you can get off
the safety without letting up on anything. Do it
smoothly and quickly with as little movement as
possible.
6. Conclusion about shooting a twin cam long-valley bow with the Evolution+®. I’m not a professional level archer. However, I’m a very experienced twin cam “wheelie bow” shooter. I shot all
of my personal best scores with this type of bow
when I was in my prime. Shooting this bow is like
going home to a long-lost family. However, my
initial hypothesis that shooting this kind of bow
with the Evolution+® would be a walk in the park
was totally incorrect! While the bow “tuned up”
just fine and aims just fine, getting the
Evolution+® to trip in any semblance of consistency is beyond my homely capability. I can take
any of my other Carter releases, my old Stans, and
even my FailSafe II and shoot just fine with this
wheelie bow. However, after several weeks of
shooting the bow with the Evolution+®, I’m convinced that unless you have heavy mettle and have
form that is utter perfection, the Evolution+® is
not going to be an effective release with a twin
cam bow with a soft wall or long valley. While we
can shoot those types of bows with any normal
trip release and well, I think it is asking too much
to shoot a release that is set by a trip weight out
of this type of bow.

4. Finger positioning on the release aid. With the
Evolution+®, more first finger is better and gives
more mechanical advantage. However, with the
Revolution+®, pulling with all fingers and very little if any increased pressure in the first finger is
recommended.
5. Letting up with first finger (or any finger) once you
disengage the safety.
6. Hand positioning at anchor. Pinky up attitude gives
clearance for the safety to not brush up against
your neck. If shooting a “flat hand” anchor, then
try replacing the small friction post with the
“thumb barrel”; it will give you a hint that you are
too close and you’ll avoid a lot of let-downs and
forcing of shots.
7. Draw elbow positioning. You’ll end up with a
slightly higher elbow. Don’t forget, as part of the
new sequence to bring the drawing elbow into
line, but without changing the angle of that
release.
8. Unless you have great mettle and perfect form,
trying to shoot a twin cam bow with soft stops
and long valley is a trial and tribulation. The
Evolution+® isn’t designed to shoot with this type
of cam system, in my opinion.
The data from my initial article clearly show
that the release aid is not what is changing from
shot to shot. The archer’s minor variations, things
that change from shot to shot, have to be worked
out with perseverance, practice, and perfection. This
takes a commitment, but one that is worth every
minute of your time. I’m seeing people who I’ve
worked with come off the range on cloud nine. They
are shooting better and better and coming up with
personal best after personal best. Several are still in
the game today only because of this commitment
and successes with the Carter Evolution+® and Revolution+® release aids. They have accepted the challenge and taken the time, and now they “are up to
the challenge.” The question now remains, “are you
up to the challenge?”

Conclusions

In this article, I’ve reviewed what I’ve found to be
the main stumbling blocks in getting yourself to
shooting the new Carter Evolution+® or Revolution+® release aids working for you. The key elements are:
1. Draw length and Draw length Control, including
absolute control of the “to-anchor” draw length
2. Cam Timing/Synchronization
3. Shoulder Positioning
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Watch the Champions on BIG SCREEN
at The Vegas Shoot!!!
New Electronic Scoring and
Instant Standings!!
New seating - big screens - electronic scoring
Keep up with the action in real time

Electronic Scoring courtesy Easton Sports Development Foundation

New for 2009!
World Archery Championship rings
for top scoring man and top scoring woman
This will be the first year for a new tradition

Hand crafted, one of a kind World Archery
Championship rings to commemorate
each years tournament.
The World Archery Festival (WAF) is again offering the One Million Dollar prize. In addition to the
incentive of larger purses, the 3-Star Tour will award $1,000,000.00 to the first archer who shoots
perfect scores at all three events.
A single archer could possibly walk away with a new Pontiac G5 Sports Coupe and over a
$$$ MILLION DOLLARS IN CASH!! $$$
Scores required to win the Million Dollars are:
The Vegas Shoot
February 6-8 Las Vegas, NV
3 Rounds of 300 scores for a perfect total of 900
Louisville Indoor Nationals March 14-15 Louisville, KY
2 Rounds of 60x 300 scores for a perfect total of 120X 600
First Dakota Bank Archery Classic June 13-14
Yankton, SD
2 Rounds of 600 scores for a perfect total of 1200
Register by phone with credit card (605)
260-9279
or fax (605) 260-9280 or on line at
www.fieldarchery.com.
For information about the WAF Archery Trade Shows, call 800-811-2331
Archery Focus
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What Has Archery
Done for Me?
by John Vetterli
These are some deep questions I have been asking
myself lately, like: “What has archery done for
me?” and “What do I want from archery?” and “Is
what I have turned out to be what I wanted?” In
recent months I, like many others, had been pursuing a qualifying score in order to attend the USA
Olympic Trials tournament. I came very close but,
alas, it is not yet my time. This process taught me
some lessons I had not anticipated.
First: What Has
Archery Done For Me?

It has been the most rewarding and at the same
time the most frustrating pursuit I have experienced. I have explored facets of my own strengths
and weaknesses that I had never seen before. I have
learned the price of victory and the cost of defeat.
I have seen the difference between winners and
champions. I am becoming more of the man I
know I can be.
Second: What Do I
Want From Archery?

At first I just wanted to hit the damned target.
Now I want a perfect shot time after time. Along
the way I thought of things like fame, fortune, and
glory. I have been thinking about this a lot in the
last few weeks as time to achieve my qualifying
score was ticking away.
Fame. I am certain that everyone reading this
article has dreamed of fame in some aspect of his
or her lives, whether it is as a painter, poet, musician, businessperson, archer, or actor. It seems to
me that this quest for fame comes from us not
being happy with what we are doing. We do not
really love whatever the pursuit is we are engaged
in. If we loved what we are doing, really loved it
like archery or painting or writing, we would not
be concerned with fame. It is the love of the thing
that provides excitement and happiness. Our whole
world revolves around the worship of success and
excess. The result has become more important than
the action. I have discovered for me that it is a
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good thing to be anonymous, to love what I am
doing and to not show off. It is good to be kind and
gracious without a name. That attitude will not
make me famous or cause my photograph to appear
in newspapers or sports highlights on TV. I am just
trying to be my own creative person expressing
myself. Being anonymous brings out richness and
beauty in its purest form, free from ego and outside
expectations.

“Archery has been the most
rewarding and at the same time
the most frustrating pursuit I
have experienced.”
Third: Is What I Have
Turned Out to Be What I Wanted?

I don’t know the answer to this one yet. In certain
aspects I have achieved what I wanted from archery
even though I am still moving forward in my experience. What I want is changing, evolving. At first
it was simple. One day my coach asked me what I
wanted. I told him that I wanted to make a
National Team and perhaps an Olympic team in
the future. We set out on this journey together.
Training and competition outlines were created
and are being followed. I am right on track according to the schedule we have created. But along the
way the process is becoming more important than
the goal. It is the journey to a National Team spot
where all the growth and development is happening. The trip is becoming the reward. I’ll have to
get back to you on this topic when the goal is
achieved. Then I can tell you if what I have turned
out to be what I wanted.
And. . . .
These three questions are a part of my learning
the purpose of learning. There can never be an end
to learning. With every shot, I learn a little something about my form, my mental processes, my
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emotional conflicts, and my personality. One of the
things I enjoy about archery is that it is learning by
experience. There are a few books to study, a coach
can analyze and critique, but only I can hold the
bow, pull the string, aim through the sight, and
release the arrow when I feel it is the perfect
moment. The result is mine and mine alone. This
is why we are so self critical when the result is less

“One of the things I enjoy about
archery is that it is learning by
experience. There are a few
books to study, a coach can analyze and critique, but only I can
hold the bow, pull the string, aim
through the sight, and release
the arrow when I feel it is the
perfect moment.”
than perfect. But we don’t seem to reward ourselves
when the desired result is attained. Why is that?
Maybe it is cultural/societal programming. Maybe
we are just focusing on the wrong things and learning to duplicate bad shots more than good shots. I
was having a conversation with Ed Eliason one day
and he asked how my last tournament went and all
I could think about were a couple of 8-ring shots I
had made when he stopped me in mid sentence
and said “Stop thinking about the two bad shots
and focus on the 28 good shots you just made.
Twenty-eight good shots is something to be proud
of.”
I guess a more important question to ask is:
What have I done for archery? That is a question
only I can answer. Archery has given me a lot and
now I feel obligated to give back in some way.
These articles are one way I have found where I
can share with the archery community lessons from
my life, both good and bad. I can only hope that
someone out there finds some degree of benefit
from my experiences. It is easy to become quite out
of balance with regard to rewards and paybacks.
The archery world depends on each one of us to
contribute back into it. If all we do is take away
what we want or need, some day the archery universe will collapse in on us and there will be nothing left.
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Last: What Have I
Done For Archery?

After all of my rambling, I realized that this question answers the other three. In fact, it makes the
other questions trivial and, in a way, stupid. Wow,
I could have saved myself and you a thousand
words if I had just answered this one question right
at the start. Well, I guess it shows that the learning
journey continues. A thousand words to answer
one small question. Well, it was the journey that
was important, not the result.

?
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Bow Hand Loading
and Stabilisation
by Joe Tapley
There are three contributions to the force
that the bow hand has to sustain, the force from
drawing the bow, the gravity force on the bow and
the balancing moment force exerted by the string
hand.
The diagram below illustrates these three forces
for the case where the gravity forces are at 90
degrees to the draw force.
Fb is the vertical gravity force on the bow mass
which acts through the bow Centre of Gravity
(COG). Ff is the vertical force that has to be exerted by the string fingers on the bow to balance the
moment of the gravity force on the bow around the
grip. Ff = Fb(L/d) where L is the horizontal COG
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to grip distance and d is the nock to grip distance.
The total vertical load on the bow hand is: Fg =
Fb+Ff so Fg = (1+L⁄d)Fb.
As the vertical (gravity) load on the bow hand
depends on the ratio L⁄d this has some implications
for bow setup. If you move the centre of gravity of
the bow forward, you increase the load the bowhand is required to carry. For a given gravity load on
the bow hand there is a relationship between the
draw length and the COG position. As the draw
length increases, then to keep the bow hand loading
the same, the COG has to move forward (e.g.
longer draw length = longer extender bar).
The total force that the bow hand has to support Fr is the vector sum of
the draw force Fd and the
gravity force Fg. The direction of the force Fr (represented by angle ‘a’) is determined by the ratio Fg/Fd. i.e.
tan(a) = (1+L⁄d)Fb/Fd.
In Archery Anatomy,
author Ray Axford discusses
how the stability of the bow
arm shoulder is affected by
the value of the angle a.
(While the calculation gives
the wrong answers ending up
with much too light an overall bow weight, the general
idea is good.) This can now
be expanded to include draw
length and bow centre of
gravity position as factors in
shoulder stability.
From an archer’s geometry point of view (see diagram top right), if we assume
as previously that the nock
to grip line is horizontal,
then approximately tan(a) =
h
⁄d where h is the vertical distance from the arrow nock to
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a line through the shoulders. For the resultant force
on the bow hand to run straight through the bow
arm then you have the equality: h⁄d = (Fb/Fd)(1+L⁄d)
The above equation gives some indication of
how the various parameters affecting bow arm stability interrelate.
In reality the bow will be raised (or sometimes
lowered) for actual shooting at distance or
uphill/downhill and this will have an effect on the
overall bow hand loading. As the bow is raised
above horizontal the value of Fr will increase and
the value of a decrease and vice versa as the bow is
lowered.
While the bow hand load running through the
bow arm may seem to be mechanically the best
option as the shoulder muscles need to exert minimum effort to keep the bow hand stationary, biomechanically this may not be the best option. I
know zip about biomechanics, but I’ve heard coach
opinion that the bow hand load should run above
the shoulder and coach opinion that the bow hand
load should run below the shoulder. Take your pick
but either way the force direction will be close to
the line of the bow arm so the above equation can
be subjectively useful.
How in practice do you set up a stabiliser system to get a balanced recurve bow. The only
method I know of is “feel.” If the balance is correct
then at full draw the bow should feel mass neutral
in the vertical plane. There is no sensation of vertical weight acting downwards or upwards on the
bow hand. The benefits to a balanced bow to aiming stability are obvious. Stabilisers are used to do
three things at the same time:
• balancing the bow at the aiming stage
• dynamically stabilising the bow during the bow
power stroke, and
• dumping vibrational energy to protect the archer.
So how do you balance a bow while optimising
the other two stabiliser functions. The answer is:
the V bar and twin rod system.
Bow Balance—The V Bar
and Twin Rod System

If you look at any high class recurve archer shooting line they have almost universally the same stabiliser assembly on their bows, an extender, a flat V
bar and twin system, and long rod usually fitted
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with end weights. Why this arrangement?
Fletchings were used on arrows, purely because
of the performance increase achieved, thousands of
years before how fletchings worked was understood.
To some extent I believe the almost universal
recurve stabiliser arrangement is experience-based
rather than knowledge-based. The long rod, V bar
and twin rod arrangement is used mainly because
it’s what’s found in practice to give the best results.
I’ve never seen a comprehensive description of why
the V bar/twin rod assembly is so successful and I
don’t claim to have all the answers either. What I’ll
try to do here is take a reverse engineering approach
essentially giving my opinions as to what the V
bar/twin rod approach is for and why it’s better
than any alternative.
Nearly all V bar/twin rod arrangements have a
vibration damping function. At one time they all
used “torque flight compensators” (TFCs) and some
still do in the classic approach of a chunk of rubber
between the twin rod and the V bar, some rods have
the equivalent of TFCs built in, some use the carbon rod itself as a damper but probably the most
popular approach today is some form of Doinker
incorporated into the end weights.

“If you look at any high class
recurve archer shooting line they
have almost universally the same
stabiliser assembly on their
bows. Why this arrangement?”
The typical weight arrangement on twin rods is
solidly fixed weights with very often a Doinker type
arrangement at the end. As regards vertical load on
the bow hand (bow static balance) both fixed
weights and Doinker weights contribute. As regards
dynamic stabilisation, only the fixed weights contribute significantly. With any movement of the
riser during the power stroke the Doinker rubber
flexes so any mass beyond the Doinker contributes
very little to bow stabilisation.
Okay, so the V bar/twin rod arrangement is
used for static bow balance, dynamic stabilisation,
and vibration energy dumping. Is there an order of
importance for these three functions. There are
clearly simpler alternatives as regards vibration
damping (e.g. Doinkers in top/bottom risers bushings) so that is probably not it’s primary function.
As regards dynamic stabilisation while the twin rod
weights make a significant contribution (around a
Continued on the Next Page
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vertical axis through the grip much greater than
that from the riser) it is small compared to what you
get from the long rod. The suggested conclusion is
that the primary function of the V bar twin assembly is static bow balance.

“I know zip about biomechanics, but
I’ve heard coach opinion that the
bow hand load should run above
the shoulder and coach opinion
that the bow hand load should run
below the shoulder. Take your
pick.”
The primary function of the long rod is dynamic bow stabilisation by increasing bow moment of
inertia (MOI) making the bow harder to move in
two planes, and pushing the bow centre of mass forwards of the grip. The limit on this is rod stiffness.
We use an extender to effectively increase rod
length while maintaining rod stiffness. The break
between extender and long rod provides a convenient point to insert a V bar to carry a twin rod system. Now for the leap of faith (or my guess if you
will): when the long rod system on a recurve bow is
maximised, there is insufficient vertical mass load
on the bow hand to statically balance the bow.
Riser manufacturers don’t know in advance
what draw length and what draw weight any particular user is going to have so they have to make the
riser light enough to cater for everybody. So when
the archer has maximised the dynamic stabilisation
with the long rod/extender additional mass is
required for static bow balance. How do you add
this mass? A consideration here is the overall force
on the bow hand. The more mass we add, the higher the force on the bow hand. So, another rule is
that: in order to minimise the force on the bow
hand. we want to minimise the amount of mass
added to the bow to achieve static bow balance
In order to minimise the amount of mass added
to balance a bow the mass needs to placed as close
as possible in a vertical plane running through the
bow pivot point (grip) at 90 degrees to the plane of
the bow. The reason why is explained above with
regard to the balancing moment required for bow
centre of mass. Place extra mass anywhere else and
the additional vertical bow hand load is greater
than the physically added mass. We don’t want to
place the twin weights in front of the grip as this
would increase the stress on the extender with
respect to rotation about a horizontal axis (the
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major load on the extender presumably already
maximised with respect to long rod dynamic stabilisation). Having the twin weights in front of the
grip will also reduce the weight to grip distance
unless you increase the V bar angle. I once tried
reversing the V bar so the twin rods ran forwards.
The result was hopeless as my (admittedly cheap)
extender just flexed during the power stroke. The
stabilisation system just went “mushy.” We don’t
want to place the twin rod weights to the rear of the
grip as this eats away at the dynamic stabilisation
around a horizontal axis from the long rod (reduced
gravity torque). By putting the twin weights in the
horizontal axis through the bow pivot point at 90
degrees to the bow plane we can add as much
weight as we like without penalty to this dynamic
stabilisation of the bow from the long rod.
There are a number of solutions to how to add
this extra mass. Adding mass directly to the riser is
a possibility (screw in weights?), using a back
weight attached to the bow is a used solution and
using a V bar/twin rod system to add weights in the
correct plane is the common solution. The down
side to the back weight is that, although in addition
to achieving static bow balance it marginally adds
to the bow MOI about the grip being the wrong
side of the pivot, it reduces the gravity torque on
the bow. The main advantage of the back weight is
it creates more space on the shooting line. The
advantages of the V bar/twin arrangement become
clear.
It puts the extra mass in the right place.
It’s very easy to vary this mass by changing the
screw on weights.
We get an efficient vibration damping system.
We get some additional dynamic stabilisation.

“By experience the “standard
geometry” gives you all round the
best solution.”
The mass of the V bar assembly and rods themselves, although they incur “added mass” increasing
bow hand force they do add to the gravity torque
and to the bow MOI about the grip. (The use of
light carbon fibre for V bar and twin rods is thus
explained.)
The last point is the detail of the extender and
twin geometry. The norm is a flat or slightly downward angled V bar system with a 90 degree V bar
angle. Why?
Too small of a V bar angle and the rods start
getting in the way; too large an angle and the rods
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get too long
and wide for
convenience or
you have to
shorten
the
e x t e n d e r
which impacts
on the dynamic stabilisation;
angling
the
rods down has
little impact on lowering the bow cog and you have the same issues
as too large a V bar angle. Angling the twin rods upwards has the
effect of marginally raising the bow centre of gravity which is never
a good idea as regards dynamic stabilisation. And so on.
By experience the “standard geometry” gives you all round the
best solution.

“Riser manufacturers don’t know in
advance what draw length and
what draw weight any particular
user is going to have so they have
to make the riser light enough to
cater for everybody.”
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Preparing to Perform
by Steve Ruis
So, coach, one of your archers is approaching a
major competition with serious intent and she is asking you to do extra work with her to prepare her to
“do her best.” What do you do? I haven’t seen a great
deal written about this, so I thought I would open the
topic and see if any of you other coaches will chime
in on this topic.
What I have read is a great deal about periodization and practice planning and I just don’t see archers
doing a lot of these things. Archers tend to try for a
steady level of excellent performance and then try to
hold onto that. So, they don’t change routines much,
just keep trying to do better. Possibly the attention
being placed on things like “periodization” is a not
unreasonable aping of big-time coaches. I will take it
more seriously when someone actually does it out
there and shows how it can be successful . . . for
archers.
I am more inclined to take a personality driven
approach. Let me Explain.
What Kind of Archer is She?

When it comes to competition I start by classifying
archers into two broad categories. One type of archer
thrives on competition. This archer is energized and
focused by competitive events. Her scores at competitions are higher than her practice scores. The other
type of archer tenses up and generally performs worse
in competition than she does in practice. Would you
handle each of these athletes the same way? No? Neither would I.
Working with the Competition Animal She outshoots her practice scores in competition. She never
seems to get tired when competing. She is animated, focused.
She thrives. What does she need?
She needs better practice scores.
If you raise her practice scores,
her competition scores will rise
with them. Often this kind of
student doesn’t focus during
practice sessions; it is, after all,
just practice. Helping her focus
includes such things as:
Be more demanding. Often we aren’t as demanding
of “star” athletes as we need to be, so if she is very
competitive and wins a lot, she may think she doesn’t
“need” practice. Tell her that she is an example to the

other archers and that if she doesn’t practice hard,
neither will her teammates. Give her examples of star
athletes who work very hard at their crafts. Ask for a
personal commitment.
Set up practice sessions to be more like competitions.
Have shootoffs between team members. Handicap
them (distance and/or target size) to make all work
hard. Use flags/lights, whistles, and rules.
Push the Envelope If you are working with a
youth, challenge her to shoot adult distances. If a
female archer, challenge her to compete with the male
archers at the male distances. Care must be taken that
you don’t lower the archer’s self-esteem in the
process. The ability to perform is directly linked to
that self-esteem, so massive amounts of encouragement and praise (when earned) are required. Monitor
this process closely.
Working with the Practice Animal She shines in
practice but labors in competition. This is a more
complicated situation. The root causes can be anything from her coach being the one she truly wants to
please, to performance anxiety, to a self-image issue.
If the issue is performance anxiety, raising practice scores helps. If competition scores are 8-10%
below practice scores, would you rather have 90-92%
of 1150 or 1200? The techniques to raising practice
scores are as above (amongst many others).
If the issue is a self-image issue, a good exercise is
one to change her self-image. The only way to change
a person’s self-image successfully is through accomplishment, so this seems a little like a fool’s errand—
her lack of a good self-image keeps her scores down,
which is a lack of accomplishment, which fuels low
self-image. Hard to break into
that loop, isn’t it?
Before I tell you about an
exercise that will break into that
loop, I have to tell you a story.
Another coach and I were standing around at our NFAA field
range commiserating over that
fact that both of us got started
out in archery later in life, so we
missed the fun of shooting the
“Cub stakes.” From this we came up with the Cub
Stake Challenge—we were to shoot from the Cubs’
stakes, 14 targets, two arrows per target (we didn’t
want to ruin our arrows), the winner to have bragging

“Some acknowledgement
of the “kinds” of competitive archers you are dealing with suggests
exercises that can help
performance.”
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rights for a year. So, the coach and I (and his two
sons) did the event. Wow, shooting the 80-yard walk
up target from 30 yards. How could we miss? I’d bet
that you already know the outcome. Of the four of us,
only one did not miss the spot on all 28 arrows. The
other three dropped points along the way. (I won’t tell
you who won, but I still have the
trophy.)
The moral of the story is that
it is not as easy as it seems. (It
never is!) And when expectations
get raised, our comfort zones
shrink.
An exercise to build an archer’s
self-image. So, you want to know
about an exercise to build an
archer’s self-image. Well, how
does anyone convince themselves
that they are different? The only way they can do this
is . . . by being different. So if they want to shoot high
scores, they have to become comfortable doing it.
They have to accept that they have such scores within them. The secret to doing this is no secret—it is
the same way we start out young archers, with early
success. We start out with a big target up really close.
Take a 48 inch (122 cm) target and put it up no more

than 10 yards/meters away. Have your student shoot
30 arrows (ends of three). Don’t settle for mere 10s.
Have them shoot for the X ring! If they can’t shoot a
perfect score, move the target closer. Shoot this round
several times. Accept nothing less than a perfect
score. Then move the target back one or two
yards/meters. Shoot several perfect scores in a row. Move the
target back. After several weeks
of this, switch to a smaller target
(moved closer if they can’t maintain those perfect scores). The
goal is a regulation-sized target
at regulation distance. What you
are really doing is accustoming
her mind to the fact that she is
someone who shoots high scores.
It is “normal” for her. It is part of
who she is!
This can even work for Competition Animals in
that it is easy for them to lose focus and miss. For
them, tell them they have to start over if they miss.
Don’t be surprised if they get frustrated and tell you
the exercise “is stupid!” It is so easy, anyone could do

“Often we aren’t as
demanding of “star” athletes as we need to be,
so if she is very competitive and wins a lot, she
may think she doesn’t
“need” practice.”
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it. Be careful to not overdo this. These exercises
should be just one part of the archer’s practice.
There are also a couple of tools that can really
help to dispel the pressure felt during competitions.
These, like all of the elements of archery, must be
practiced until learned so they will be remembered
when needed.
The False Yawn One great tool to relieve pressure
is a mighty yawn. One only yawns when one is sleepy
or bored, so executing a yawn actually induces a little
of those mental states. Try it, it will work for you, too.
Imagery of Practice Archery is a kinesthetic sport
and to function well an archer has to function largely
subconsciously. And the subconscious mind cannot
tell the difference between reality and something
vividly imagined. The key here is for your archer to
imagine shooting practice shots (all going into the
center, of course; she will have many mental images to
choose from) in a comfortable setting such as at the
practice range or at home. The more vivid the imagining, the better! The ability to reproduce good shots
requires the conscious mind to be engaged in something other than worrying about the score, worrying
about the competition, worrying about the wind, etc.
So, engaging the conscious mind in comparing the

feel of the shots in the competition to the practice
shots in the mind keeps all the worries . . . and the
pressure they induce . . . at bay.
Conclusion

So, along with all of the “normal” things that can be
done during archery practice, some acknowledgement
of the “kinds” of competitive archers you are dealing
with suggests exercises that can help performance.
Ask yourself, “What is holding my student back?”
Ask your student what they think they need to do to
perform better in competitions or practice. Listen
carefully to them. Realize when you ask this question,
though, that most archers will think of exterior causes for poor practice or competition scores (bent
arrows, other competitors had better equipment,
more experience, etc.) while the real reasons are
largely interior (I need to want it more, I need to
believe I can do it, I need more discipline during
practice, etc.). Your job as coach will be to help them
realize the interior landscape is more productive to
play in and, if new arrows are in order, to check to
make sure they actually do boost performance (to
keep your students based on reality and not just wishful thinking).

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Finding the
Fun in Archery
Again
f

n

u

by Lorretta Sinclair
What started out as a birthday present on 1
April 2002, out of complete innocence and ignorance of
what archery was about; what once was nothing more
than excitement and entertainment; what once was the
opportunity to learn something new, to excel at a sport;
slowly and surely wound it’s way, sometimes meandering—sometimes plowing headlong—but always with us
unsuspecting and not realizing, turned into sort of a
monster into which we temporarily lost ourselves.
In 2005, our family poured it’s heart and soul into
archery. At that time it was a necessity—it was survival—it’s all we knew how to do in order to survive the
loss of my son, Clarke. Archery gave us a home, if for no
other reason than it occupied us, kept us busy, and gave
our minds somewhere to focus our attention so that
each miserable day that passed gave us some other
thoughts besides those on who we lost. Losing your son
is forever, so it’s not like I woke up one day and the
world was wonderful again, but time does help you
move forward. I have often said that archery saved us
those first few years—and gave my sons somewhere to
go, something to work towards, and overall gave our
family ‘a home’ that we desperately needed. I didn’t
intend for it to lose it’s appeal or become something we
would loathe more than love, though.
What began as ‘something to do’ turned into
dreams and aspirations and goals. Being at the top, making Olympic teams, making world teams, those are not
bad things to achieve or to
strive for. Most people
spend time and effort to
be good at something,
whatever brings them joy and pleasure. We were slightly different in that we were also struggling to live as well.
As the boys practiced and competed and did the training required to be top athletes, their skills improved and,
without even realizing what was going on, they began to
make progress that was rapid and unexpected, though
exciting at the time. Dakota’s first National Indoor
Championship was the first of those successes. We

thought we were doing well; we also thought we knew
what we were doing. The achievements became important validations that what we were doing was right and
promising, and motivating . . . and we pushed harder
and set more goals, and made more plans. I use the word
“we” because behind every great archer there is a “team”
of unflagging support, a team of people who no matter
what, win or lose, sink or swim, won’t abandon you. And
the core of that team, as it turns out, comprised the

“Or we were on fast track to
burnout, sure as shooting.”
remaining four people in our family. While other people
came and went from our ‘team,’ the four of us stood
together, as we always had when we were a team of five.
In the midst of working towards membership on a
U.S. Archery Team (USAT) and rising in the “rolling
rankings,” training full-time, going to school full-time,
working part-time, competing locally, regionally,
nationally . . . and making ends meet courtesy of VISA
and savings, cringing every time someone said, “Mom, I
need. . . ,” knowing that a few more hundred dollars
were about to go to an equipment company, it began to
feel, at least some days, like a “grind.”
The advancement of your athlete up the ranks
might turn out different from what you think; that’s my
experience anyways. The
expectations rise, not just
for yourself and your athlete, but of their coach,
their friends, and others in the sport of archery. People
start paying attention and with that there are new pressures, new issues, and the world morphs some more and
you are unaware of this because your experiences don’t
include the myriad things that are a part of being a top
athlete or his support crew. You find your friends
change, your kid’s friends change, your kids change, and

Further Adventures
of an Archery Mom
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without the experience of “I have been here before” you
have no idea what is going on or why. There is a sudden
push that at first felt like momentum but in retrospect
felt like a kick in various parts of my body, and I’m not
even the one training and competing, I’m just the sponsor and bus-driver!
People you thought you knew, you didn’t. People
you trusted, you shouldn’t have. People you don’t know
at all, save you by being kind, only to discover that
they’ve been where you are, so they know what you are
learning. And you discover that things are not what you
thought and archery is more complex than you ever
imagined, and yowzer, there are politics—even in
archery! Maybe “especially” in archery because it’s such
a small sport, and like Alice in Wonderland, you feel like
you fell down the rabbit hole and are dazed and confused . . . and you are too young for the 60’s so you don’t
know the full experience of dazed and confused, but you
know that something isn’t
right. Sitting down in the
rabbit hole, not knowing
which road to take, which
way to turn – the only
thing you know is that
your kids are good at
something, you used to enjoy it, and somewhere in the
last few years, you and they have lost that thrill, that
moment of excitement, and you know that something is
wrong and things must change.
The thrill of being “ranked,” the thought of a
stipend, the idea of having priority to attend international tournament—yeah, boy, it sounded good . . . and
necessary. And we were convinced that we had to go to
every national tournament, we had to spend every last
dollar we had available, we had to make sure that training stayed at six days a week, we had to maintain cardio
and strength training no matter what, we had to track
scores, practice, coaching, extra training and we had to
do whatever we could so that we could . . . we could . . .
ummm . . . we could one day wake up and think, “I don’t
love archery so much anymore.” Yuck!
Yes, that’s what happened one morning—well, okay
two, three, sixteen, forty mornings in a row—and I
couldn’t quite figure it out. I love archery . . . I do . . . so
why did I wake up with “I don’t love archery so much
anymore” rolling around in my head day after day? Why
was I cringing at the thought of going to tournaments,
of buying equipment, of passing on a Hawaiian vacation
so that the boys could go to an “important” event
instead, and not even a vacation spot, a windy place or a
rainy place or a humid place, and not even on premiere
fields, fields that I thought premiere tournaments would
be held on. Oh no, we end up on dirt for days, with sand
blowing all over us or standing on a hillside on a south
facing field with sun blaring in the face of the lefty or in

a major international team trial with freezing temperatures and wind and rain all because someone somewhere
decided it just had to be at a location that didn’t make
any sense for that time of year. And I’m paying for all of
this because my sons are good at something and we need
to do everything we can to make sure they do well.
What could possibly make me loathe archery, when my
sons were national champions, ranked in the top 10 of
their divisions and working towards “being ranked” and
getting “stipends” and “benefits” and “special coaching”
and international opportunities . . . what was going on?
Oh. . . ! It took days, weeks, and really to fully pinpoint what was bugging me, it took sitting down and
really thinking it through . . . and seeing how the priorities had blurred, gotten skewed—not without help,
mind you—from the subtle and sometimes not so subtle pressures to “advance,” to “do better,” to be “at the
top,” or “to make a team,” because if you didn’t, the
world will . . . the world
will . . . uhh. . . . Ohhh, the
world will keep going. As
it so happened, one son
missed the World Target
Team by 25/100 of a
point. Yes, the sun was
still yellow the next day, the sky was still blue, and the
stipend was still going to someone else—and the VISA
card still had a balance—and the young man was still
talented in archery, but he wasn’t having fun anymore
either . . . and that worried me. We weren’t having fun
and life experience has taught me that life is short. Life
should be fun and anyone’s expectations, even mine,
should not change that.
An epiphany—a good thing, because boy did I need
one, for all of us. Because another truism that I know is
that where the Mom dwells, so does the family . . . and
I was dwelling in the pits . . . the darkness . . . the expectations of things that truly do not matter in the scheme
of things.
Basically, I lost the F in fun, and then I lost the U,
and then the N. And I found other adjectives, not very
happy ones, replacing what once was the simple thrill
from just a few years ago, of seeing the smile on my son’s
faces when they hit the paper, never mind the yellow.
Sitting on the sofa, meditation tapes blaring, I
understood what had happened. I knew what had to be
done, I just wasn’t sure how to do it. How to go backward, how to not care about ranking, about top finishes,
about sponsorships, about stipends, about what the high
performance committee thought of my sons, of what
other people’s expectations were, of what other people
would say . . . when and if we dared to practice two days
a week instead of six, to let cardio slide because they literally hate it, to not compete at certain events because
the fields are miserable and the tournament isn’t fun. I

“What began as ‘something to do’
turned into dreams and aspirations
and goals.”
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Fig
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found that I wasn’t only stuck with
my expectations, I was stuck with
other people’s as well and I’m wasn’t
even the one shooting and compet7KH
SHUIHFW VKRW
7KHSHUIHFWVKRW
ing; I’m the sponsor and bus driver!
$1' WKH
WKH
As I rolled these thoughts
SHUIHFW
ERZVWULQJ
SHUIHFWERZVWULQJ
around in my Buddha-conscious, I
7KHUH¶V D JRRG UHDVRQ ZK\
could only imagine what my son’s
%&< ; ERZVWULQJ PDWHULDO
pressures were (they absorb everyLV VXSSOLHG DV RULJLQDO HTXLSPHQW
E\ PRVW PDMRU ERZ PDQXIDFWXUHUV
thing) and I already knew that they
 $EVROXWHO\ QR FUHHS
too had lost the F-U-N. I knew it
 6XSHULRU VWDELOLW\
 9HU\ JRRG VSHHG DQG GXUDELOLW\
because, well, we talk and they had
3/86
said so.
 7KH ZLGHVW UDQJH RI VLQJOH DQG
The “idea” of going backward is
WZR FRORU PDWHULDO
 6DPH GD\ SHUVRQDO VHUYLFH DQG
easier said than done, but that
DGYLFH IURP SHRSOH ZKR UHDOO\
became the goal and it’s hard work
NQRZ DUFKHU\
:KDWHYHU \RX¶UH ORRNLQJ
and a grind of a different kind 5HO\
IRU LQ D ERZVWULQJ PDWHULDO
%&< KDV D SURGXFW WDLORUHG
because you have to change your RQ
WR \RXU QHHGV 6HH RXU
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mindset; you have to set aside not
FDWDORJ RU YLVLW RXU ZHE VLWH
)D[ 
ZZZEF\ILEHUVFRP
only your expectations, but your
ZZZEF\¿EHUVFRP  HPDLO
son’s, and especially the expectations
and attitudes of others, and you have to learn to look don’t walk in my shoes. And they aren’t my family, who
with innocence again . . . at those skinny sticks and that loves to shoot archery, for the fun of it.
We talked and laughed through the early matches.
target far far away and learn to marvel at the amazing
beauty of those sticks being loosed from the string and We found the “sync” that we had had long before we let
flying to the target to end up in the yellow . . . at how others take that relationship that once was only ours,
amazing that once seemed, and finding that ‘thrill’ has and found ourselves, as a team of mother/coach and
to become the focus again. Or we were on fast track to son/athlete, in the gold medal match, meeting a goal
with ease and without thought. The final arrow of the
burnout, sure as shooting.
OR match was a 10, there was no way to lose the championship and it felt like a slow-motion moment from
long ago, a reflection of 2004 when Clarke made the Jr.
World Team and I found him hugging me tightly with
a grin that wouldn’t go away, except this time it was
Dakota, and the smile on his face, displaying the notion
that he had not only won but he had had fun doing it,
and winning once again was the icing on the cake, not
Flash forward a few months and we are at the Col- the focus of our attention.
It’s been a long road, and it’s a continuing process.
legiate nationals, where at first things were not going
well due to outside influences and then we, as a family, Walking backwards, not caring about the stipends, not
remembered our goals – to find the F in the fun and caring about USAT or rolling ranking, not caring about
with our decision to escape the “whatevers” of others; I invitations for special coaching, not worrying about
once again watched with joy as my son not only won the placing in the top three at a tournament or making a
team trials but then smiling turned and yelled, “Mom! team and definitely not worrying about what other peoWill you coach me through the ORs?” For the first time ple think, but rather just shooting because the feel of
in a long time, the fun was creeping back into our lives loosing an arrow is something that few people actually
through archery and it was something we wanted to get to do in the world and knowing that feeling, that
hang on to. It was a chance to move backward and essence of the arrow flying 200 fps towards a piece of
paper and landing in the 10 ring, that feeling of success,
rekindle the love of simply “hitting the paper.”
And though there were moments of frustration dur- for the intrinsic value of that, that’s what archery used to
ing the week, our determination to do what was right by be about for us and that’s what we strive for it to be
our family, for ourselves, to find not only the F but the again.
U and the N again, caused the negative moments
pushed by others to matter for naught, because their
issues belong only to them, they don’t live my life, they

,W
GRHVQ·W JHW DQ\
,WGRHVQ·WJHWDQ\
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“I already knew that my sons too
had lost the F-U-N. I knew it
because, well, we talk and they
had said so.”
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Starting Late
by Benoit Field
I think in some way I've always been interested in
archery; I've always thought it to be a beautiful sport.
Between the way a bow curves, to the stance, the
straightness of an arrow, the way the arrow flies, to the
sound of it impacting a target, archery has always been
fascinating to me. So why it has taken me until the age
of twenty five to start, I don't know.
I'm a Canadian living in Germany working as an
English teacher. My wife is German, and she is really the
reason I'm living here. My ability to use the German language is progressing, but I have to admit that it’s far from
perfect. For the past nine months, the language barrier
has really been keeping me from getting out and meeting new people and really having a life of my own. For
this reason, and with some pushing from my wife, I
decided I needed a hobby. Archery really just fell into my
lap, as there is a club that practices just down the street
from us and welcomes new members.

“Archery has always been fascinating to me; so why it has
taken me until the age of twenty
five to start, I don't know.”
So I began shooting two weeks ago and I have to
admit, I’m seriously addicted. Archery seems to be
exactly the sport for me, I think that the balance between
the physical and mental aspects of archery has really
caught me, also something in the repetitiveness is for me
extremely calming and satisfying.
Last Saturday, while shooting for only the second
time in my life, I was struck by how important the
minute intricacies of form are. At only nine meters I was
getting frustrated by arrows that wouldn’t go where I
wanted them to. After realizing that there must be something very basic that I’m doing wrong, I decided to go
over the form that my instructor had shown me. I realized then that I was putting too much weight on my
heels. I thought that this probably wouldn’t really make a
difference to my shot, after all, it was only the smallest of
shifts in my weight, but there couldn’t be any harm in
trying. Well, I’m sure I don’t have to tell any one who’s
been shooting for any amount of time, it did. The difference was immense, not only could I see it on the target,
but I could also feel it from my feet to my back. I could
feel the difference in the whole bow too, the balance was
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different. After shooting two arrows in a row into the
bulls-eye, I was excited, and then I was distraught, excited obviously because I’d improved, distraught because I
then realized how difficult the sport really is. If only the
smallest shifts in weight could make such a difference at
only nine meters, what kind of control will I need to
develop to ever be any good at this sport!
After returning home I began to think about this
small change that I had made to my stance and how visible it was on the target. After a while I realized that the
target is really more than a piece of paper that I soot
arrows at, the target is really acting as a mirror. This is
incredible, I thought; what kind of mirror this is, to be
able to show me in very significant changes how I’m
standing, as to whether I am standing correctly or if
there’s a problem that needs to be fixed. Also, not only is
this mirror able to show me changes in the physical way
that I hold myself, but it is also able to show changes in
my mental state, whether I’m focused on the task at hand
or pre-occupied and unfocused. Well, again to anyone
who’s been shooting for any amount of time, I don’t need
to tell you how these kinds of revelations can inspire a
person.
At the moment I’m only able to practice twice a
week and the time in between practices has become a
constant search for new information. It didn’t take me
long to find Archery Focus magazine, and I think in the
last two weeks I’ve read every issue of the last two years.
I think my favorite articles are those written by John Vet-

“I began shooting two weeks ago
and I have to admit, I’m seriously
addicted.”
terli. Since my "mirror revelation" I’ve really been able to
relate to his “archery Zen” articles. Often I’d heard people speak about how the practice of martial arts is more
about a journey of self discovery than actually learning to
fight, but before now this has meant very little to me.
Now I can clearly see how the study and practice of
archery, which I believe to be a form of martial art, can,
in a very real way help me to reflect upon myself and my
own life. I’m extremely happy to have finally decided to
take up archery, and I’m sure that I will be making many
more self discoveries in the years to come.
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Biomechanical
Musings
by Steve Ruis
I came to shooting a recurve bow later in life.
I have been shooting seriously for almost twenty years
now, but most of that time was with a compound bow
only. I am well past any flexibility I had in my youth,
which was limited in any case, so much of shooting an
Olympic style bow is a struggle for me now. But, I can
still think about shooting it well and I enjoy immensely helping my student’s in their struggle to succeed
with the same. As a displacement activity I do spend a
lot of time thinking about how one shoots an Olympic
recurve bow and I felt a desire to share some of my
musings on the biomechanics of the process.

Fig. 2

Imagine If You Will

Imagine a perfect bow (perfect for you, no one else)
hanging in mid-air (see Figure 1). There is an arrow on
it and it is at full draw in perfect position. If the bow
could loose its own string, the arrow would arc through
the air and land dead center in
the target. The question is: what
Fig. 1
do you have to do to effect that
perfect release?
To start I am going to limit
you to what you are going to do
with your upper body, from
mid-chest up. We will worry
about the rest later. (I know this
is weird; it woke me up in the
middle of the night!)
I assume you know how to
“assume the position,” the now
well-known force triangle or
“archer’s triangle” (see Figure 2)
is a necessary configuration to
achieving the full draw position in a stable fashion, and
then equally necessary to release the string cleanly.
This posture optimizes the use of the skeleton to withstand the draw force acting upon your body. There is
much more we could say at this point: that it is necessary to get the draw elbow at least slightly past the
arrow line (as insurance against being outside the
arrow line which is a recipe for a “fly away” or plucked
release), that the draw-force line must be straight from
the pivot point (actually the center of pressure of your
bow hand on the grip) and the tip of your elbow, and
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much more. For now let us assume that being perfectly “in line” meets our needs.
My next question is: where should the rest of your
body be?
For maximum comfort and stability the hips
should be directly below your shoulders and your feet
directly below your hips (and about shoulder width
apart). Now the surprising thing is this: the arrow line
is (approximately) at a right angle to the shooting line,
but your shoulders are at an angle of roughly 10-12
degrees to that line (see Figure 3 on next page). If your
feet and hips are lined up with your shoulders, your
feet will also be at an angle of 10-12 degrees to the
arrow line, 10-12 degrees closed. In other words, a
square stance is 10-12 degrees open compared to the
stance just described.
What woke me up in the middle of the night was
my idea that the square stance was the “neutral” stance,
the natural stance . . . was wrong. Prior to this revelaContinued on Next Page
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Fig. 3
tion, in my mind, the square stance wasn’t open; it wasn’t closed; it was on the border between those two
options; it had to be “neutral.” Well I was just fooling
myself, the square stance is recommended to beginners
because it is “easy to learn” and “easy to repeat.” No one
said it was “neutral” or “natural.”
I call my hypothetical body position the body neutral full draw position. Of course, I have never seen anybody shoot this way. Almost everyone effects an open
stance. What effect would an open stance have on my
“perfect/ideal” body neutral full draw position? Let’s
look at that.
The Effect of “Real” Stances

What happens if our ideally placed archer moves his
feet to an open stance? If the hips line up with feet,
then there is torsion (a twist) in the trunk. If that torsion gets transferred to the shoulders, the bow shoulder will move away from the string plane and the draw
shoulder will move inward toward the string plane.
Both of these combine to move the draw elbow away
from the arrow line and the force triangle is significantly disrupted. Neither of these is desirable, so muscle will be necessarily recruited to bring everything
back into alignment. Will this muscular effort help in
any way? I think the answer is no and my conclusion is
that any torsion due to a stance change must be isolated from the shoulders.
To be complete, let’s examine what happens if the
stance is closed (further). Again, if the hips line up
with feet, then there is torsion in the trunk. If that torsion gets transferred to the shoulders, the bow shoulder will move in toward the string plane and the draw
shoulder will move outward toward the string plane.
The bow shoulder becomes an obstacle to the string
path and the force triangle is disrupted. Neither of
these is desirable, but if the bow shoulder were already
out of line (a typical fault in American young (and
older) archers) this might actually help get the shoulders into line. Note that if the bow shoulder is too far
away from the string plane, the draw elbow is probably
prohibited from ever reaching the arrow line, and
plucked releases are inevitable. (I have already made
the comment that we are “a nation of controlled pluckers.”) Again, because the disruption of the force triangle, it will be necessary to recruit muscle to bring
everything back into alignment and I don’t see how
that helps the shot.
If good line exists, the conclusion is the same as for
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the open stance: any torsion due to a stance must be
isolated from the shoulders.
What If the Torsion is Below the Hips? The twist
doesn’t have to be above the waist, does it? What if
some were in the legs, such that the hips were at an
angle, say half way between the shoulders and the feet?
Here’s where any expertise I might claim ran out.
I therefore consulted the bible of anatomical archery,
Archery Anatomy by Ray Axford (Souvenir Press,
1995). But before I cracked the pages (again), I wrote
down my thoughts, which were:
• when the hips are rotated out of alignment with the
feet, one leg is rotated away from the centerline of
the body and one leg is rotated toward the centerline. (Stand up and try this, you’ll see what I mean.)
• each leg is asymmetrical and is roughly a mirror
image of the other, so rotating them the same direction should create different muscle loads.
• many stances call for the feet to be splayed (turned
away or toward one another, typically away); if this
is a the case, then when the legs are rotated, one leg
gets twisted tighter while the other gets untwisted!
Well, if I thought this was getting complicated, it
got more so after consulting Archery Anatomy. When
the hips are rotated relative to the feet (assuming that
the feet are in a normal position), they are lowered
slightly, which means the whole upper body and the
center of gravity are lowered along with them. But this
is only if the feet are parallel. If the stance is somewhat
open, it is likely that the hips are raised slightly, which
means the whole upper body is raised along with them!
I do not think these elevation changes in the body center of gravity are large, but they do exist.
The analysis in Archery Anatomy was based on a
form in which the torso was turned toward the target
at setup and then turned back during the draw (basically classic American form) so discussion was centered on that cycle and not a one way turning during
the shot.
And, now, for something completely different. . . .
Regarding the Weight
Distribution on the Feet

At rest, but standing straight up and down, half of the
body’s weight loads the left foot and half the right foot.
Notwithstanding the fact that human beings almost
never stand in this posture, this is promoted as the
ideal for archers. Human beings constantly shift their
weight between their feet. Unlike horses, which have
four legs, we don’t lift one completely off of the ground
to rest it, but we do shift more than 50% of our weight
from one foot to the other and back. The next time you
are standing and waiting, observe the way your weight
shifts around.
What happens when a 3-4 pound (1.5 kg) bow is
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then held to the side at arm’s length? Without support
from the draw arm, either the body’s center of gravity
will move toward the bow, not enough to tip you over
but enough to make you uncomfortable, or you will
shift your center of gravity back in your stance ever so
slightly. Will the weight distribution then still be 5050? The answer is no, but the point is somewhat moot.
I would like for people to stop talking about a 50-50
weight distribution (side-to-side) and say, instead, that
they need to adopt a stable, balanced position. We will
automatically adopt that stable position, because anything else is uncomfortable and a lack of bodily comfort is a distraction and I think we can all agree we do
not need distractions during shots.
Some of this argument is diminished in that the
draw arm actually helps raise and hold up the bow.
(Which is why kid’s shooting bows a bit too massive
have trouble with “dropping their bow arm” because
once the string is loosed they have to hold up the bow
with only their bow arm.) Also, the extended draw
elbow adds some counterbalancing mass to the equation but, of course, only at full draw with everything
moving around like crazy except for the moment of

“The importance of getting “in
line” cannot be understated.
Stance can affect line; it should
not, but it can.”
balance that occurs at full draw until the release.
An Aside Since I am on this topic, this is a real
problem for youngsters who have just made the transition from a lighter wood or plastic bow to a heavier one
with a metal riser. Encourage these youngsters to
spread their feet apart (maybe to be centered on the
outside edges of their shoulders). This gives them more
leverage to keep the bow up before and after the shot.
Regarding the Front-Back Weight Distribution The
center of gravity is typically lined up over the front of
the shin bone (see Figure 4). Note that the foot is not
split in half by that line. The rear half has the heel
which has a single bone to bear the pressure transmitted by the pad under it, while the front of the foot has
dozens of bones and a larger surface area upon which
to distribute the weight.
Part of the problem is our sensory apparatus. We
have nerves to sense not force but pressure, pressure
being force distributed over the area the force is being
exerted through. To feel the difference go into your
kitchen and find the largest chef knife you have. Balance the knife on its butt on the tip of a finger. Then
turn it over and balance it on its point on the same finger (careful, don’t cut yourself!). Note the difference in
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feeling. The force is provided by gravity (as the knife’s
weight) and is identical in both situations. The weight
distributed over a larger area (low pressure) gives a
vastly different feeling than when the same weight is
distributed over a very small area (high pressure). On
top of that when we stand on our feet for a while, they
become desensitized by the pressure on the soles and
by swelling caused by gravity (and possible tight
shoes). So our ability to “feel” a weight distribution
heel-to-toe is minimal at best.
The front back distribution of weight is also often
given as a ratio of percents, which I find perplexing as
no one has, of yet, stepped forward with a technique
for archers to find the XX-YY (50-50, 60-40, etc.) balance of weight. This could be done with force balance
shoe insoles: while an archer makes shots the insoles
supply readouts of the front-rear weight distribution.
But in the absence of such expensive technology,
what’s an archer to do? I suggest you get your archers
to full draw with a very light drawing bow (10 lb. maximum) and have them sway front to back and find their
own “balance point.” It is the position in which they
are most comfortable.
Of course, when the wind blows, all of this goes
out the window. If the wind is a crosswind, archers
must lean into it to some extent to stay balanced.
“Fighting” the wind creates tensions that aren’t desirable.
So, until most advanced archers have whizbang
technology to give them feedback about their weight
distribution, I suggest we focus our student’s attention
on how they feel at full draw and let them play around
a little and find their balance.
So the Coach Must. . . ?

The importance of getting “in line” cannot be understated. Stance can affect line, it should not, but it can.
So, as a coach, a focus must be placed on achieving
good line, by whatever means, and this may involve the
archer’s stance. Dogmatically adhering to any particular stance is not appropriate. Experimenting with different stances, even extremely different stances, while
observing the quality of the archer’s alignment may
show you whether there are impediments to good line
that can be removed.
Once an archer experiences good line and the
cleaner releases that are a side product of good line, it
will be easier to adapt the stance to one providing torsion, should that be desired. The torsion, presumably,
provides trunk stability to withstand crosswind forces,
but if the cost is a loss of line, the cost is too high.
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